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                    FULL 7 YEAR WARRANTY

                    We offer a hassle-free full 7 year warranty for our products to solve your problem fast and
                        professional.
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                                    HELENOR PRO-8 1200W

                                
                                1200W grow lights High Efficient Commercial LED Grow Light Solution

                                HELENOR PRO-8 1200W is an energy efficient and high output LED grow light solution for indoor plants. It supports all phases for your plants lifecycle from vegetative and flowering. 8pcs widest lighting Bars provide good heat disappear to enhance the lifespan and distribute more light as evenly as possible across the plant canopy.
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                                    HELENOR COMPACT 1000W

                                
                                10 Light Bars 1000W Grow light Full Spectrum LED Grow Light For Indoor Commercial Grow

                                HELENOR COMPACT 1000W LED grow light is the indoor lighting solution for all growers looking for an edge in efficiency,yield and crop quality.It is allowing for versatile placement in growing spaces with low ceilings, vertical racks, benches and tents. HELENOR COMPACT 1000W LED provides high-intensity full spectrum light over its entire 5'x5' to 6'x6' flowering footprint.
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                                    FAR RED BAR 30W

                                
                                40 inches long 30W 730nm Far-red Supplemental lighting bar led grow light set

                                HELENOR Far Red Bar 30W is designed to boose photosynthetic light levels in both veg and flower. Far red light will create a competitive response in plants, assisting in the formation of trichomes. We recommend to hang 2units of Far-red bar between existent grow light bars.
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                                    FAR RED BAR 20W

                                
                                26 inches long 20W 730nm Far-red Supplemental lighting bar led grow light set

                                HELENOR Far Red Bar 20W is designed to boose photosynthetic light levels in both veg and flower. Using Far-red energy in veg keep plants compact and strong. Built-in power supply including a plug&play connector without  additional wiring needed which is easy and fast for connection.
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                                    HELENOR UV BAR 30W

                                
                                39 inches long 30W UVA led grow light strips  385nm providing more beneficial blue light

                                HELENOR UV BAR 30W is designed to Combine with Standard grow lights which emit little or no UVA light for an ideal growth! 385nm UVA light bar deliver exceptional efficiency and reliability for simple utilization. Recommendation is to hang between existent bars or grow lights and plug in for the last 3-4 weeks of flowering.
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                                    HELENOR UV BAR 20W

                                
                                26 inches long 20W 385nm UVA Supplemental lighting bar led grow light set 

                                HELENOR UV BAR 20W is designed to provide targeted supplemental blue light to equal a natural sunlight. The UVA bar can be suspended using two attached hooks. UVA supplement bar come with a built-in power supply including a plug&play connector. No additional wiring needed which is easy and fast for connection.
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                                Powerful Greenhouse Top light 1000W deliveries high PPF up to 3600umol/s

                                MAXIMUS Dual 1000W has good heat disspear with super slim patent design. The PPF of 1000W greenhouse top light reaches 3600umol/s which can easily reduces the number of greenhouse fixtures. 2X500W greenhouse 1000W top light provide even light distribution and cost-effective solution for indoor greenhouse.
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                                    DUAL 800W

                                
                                2x400W twin design greenhouse top light distribute larger grow area 

                                MAXIMUS Dual 800W is combinated by 2pcs 400W greehouse light which ideal for distribution a much larer grow area. It provided a cost-effective solution for grow environments with constrained ceiling heights, such as indoor or low greenhouses.
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                                    HELENOR COMPACT 720W

                                
                                High-intensity commercial horticulture LED fixtures 720W grow light

                                The HELENOR COMPACT 720W LED grow light was engineered with greater square dimensions to provide more versatility and better canopy coverage, especially to the outer edges of 4’x4’cultivation areas. By far the most power LED in its class Samsung with a standard PPF of 2160 μmol/s for professional cultivators who demand ultimate light output and yield.
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                                    HELENOR COMPACT 320W

                                
                                HELENOR COMPACT 320W LED Grow light for Veg Stage

                                HELENOR COMPACT 320W is designed for Veg. Stage  of medical plants.The big coverage 4x4ft grow light is perfect for vertical farming and indoor growing. Daisy Chaining connecting up to 80 units grow lights made indoor growing professional and easy.
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                                    HELENOR LEAFY GREENS 48W

                                
                                4ft 48W leafy vegetable light Eco-Friendly For indoor hydroponic farming

                                HELENOR LEAFY GREENS 48W use a specific spectrum of visible lighting, and give plants a tailored range of wavelength for the crop. 0-10v dimming function can adjust their heat to the right amount without decreasing the wavelength plants need.
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                                36W leafy greens light bar pefect for multi-level leafy vegetables

                                HELENOR LEAFY GREENS 36W is applied for Greenhouse, Vertical farming and container farming, some modern indoor growing system. The LED lights give off less heat than fluorescent and HPS, which means the grower can install more levels without having to worry about burning or heat damage when the plants grow taller.
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                                    HELENOR MINI-6 480W PLUS

                                
                                Full Spectrum UV IR Grow light 480W PLUS

                                HELENOR MINI-6 480W PLUS is suit for 4'x4' or 5'x5' space planting,it is engineered with greater dimensions (36"x36") to provide better PPFD coverage at 4'x4' flower growth. With UV&IR added in 480W grow light, the plants will be healthier and produce more trichomes.
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                                Fluence VYPR DUO 3X2 Style LED Top light 730W for greenhouse supplemental lighting

                                MAXIMUS Dual 730W is designed for greenhouse supplemental lighting and indoor facility. Linear design result in a reduced shadow on plants, excellent performance in heat dissipation with Super Slim patent design. High efficacy and light output enabling the direct replacement of a 1000W HPS fixture and lowering the capital investment.
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                                    SINGLE 730W 

                                
                                Fluence VYPR Style LED Top light 730W for greenhouse supplemental lighting and indoor sole-source applications

                                MAXIMUS Single 730W designed to competitive with Fluence VYPR series LED top light with lower operational expense. The high efficacy reduces the number of greenhouse fixtures and system cost per lit area, lowering the capital investment and accelerating the adoption of led horticultural lighting.
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                                High efficacy upto 3.6umol/J Samsung led grow light 500W for greenhouse indoor medical plants

                                MAXIMUS Single 500W is used for supplemental lighting in greenhouse to replace high intensity dischage HID lamps. 500W top lighting with careful design results in a very acceptable light distribution and uniformity over a crop canopy.
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                                Linear grow light 400W for greenhouse top lighting with 8 years warranty

                                MAXIMUS Single 400W is used in Greenhouses to increase crop production during time periods with low levels of solar radiation. 400W greenhouse top lighting will help growers produce a higher-quality product while being able to produce more crops per year.
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                                    SINGLE 320W 

                                
                                Greenhouse supplementary 320W led grow light with SAMSUNG lm301b lm301h 2ft top light

                                MAXIMUS Single 320W is built for greenhouses and high-bay indoor cultivators for year-round production, it empowers the growers to have predictable production despite the season, increase crop yields and improve the quality. Ideal for distributing light uniformly in grow environments with constrained ceiling heights.
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                                Highly efficient intercanopy lighting 100W maximize available light and improve producition

                                HELENOR Inter light 100W supplement your existing top lighting for improved yields. By using intracanopy lighting, the light intensity within the canopy increases, allowing older, but still fully functional and productive leaves to photosynthesize more and increase subsequent fruit yield.
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                                Double side supplemental Intercanopy lighting 80W for indoor farming

                                HELENOR Inter light 80W is designed for illuminating the lower shadowed region of the high wire plants in Greenhouses. With light being spread at a wide 120degree angle from both side of the fixture to the most vital part of the crop, the leaves can optimcally transform the light into growing more yield.
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                                4ft 24W 9000K clone light bar pefect for multi-level cloning and young veg grows

                                HELENOR CLONE LIGHT 24W is ideal for clones and young veg plants. Each 24W Clone bar covers a 4' long by 12'' wide area at 8''-12'' from the top of plants/Seedlings. Each grow light bar is linkable to a single 110V connection (240V and 277V are upon request). An ideal 9000K spectrum is perfect for growing cuttlings and clones.
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                                    CLONE LIGHT 18W

                                
                                4ft 18W 9000K clone light replacement for a T5 fluorescent light fixture

                                HELENOR CLONE LIGHT 18W is a full spectrum grow light bar using a superior 9000K spectrum,fully IP66 Waterproof and rated for 5 Years warranty. This 2-pack of 18W led clone light replaces a F54 fluorescent tube. Widely using in a vertical farm, container farm, mini garden, etc.
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                                The Most Powerful LED Grow Light Far Surpassing Traditional HID Lights

                                HELENOR PRO-8 960W is an energy efficient and high output LED grow light solution for indoor plants. It supports all phases for your plants lifecycle from vegetative and flowering. 8pcs widest lighting Bars provide good heat disappear to enhance the lifespan and distribute more light as evenly as possible across the plant canopy .
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                                Premium LED grow light fixture for Indoor and vertical cannabis

                                HELENOR PRO-6 640W is a premium LED grow light fixtures which are the preferred grow lights for gardeners of all skill levels. This premium led fixture uses the highest quality Samsung diodes and Osram deep red, blanking your canopy with the maximum amount of usable light. The widest 90mm Aluminum light bar provides good heat disappear to enhance the lifespan.
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                                    HELENOR LEAFY GREENS 24W

                                
                                2ft 24W grow light for leafy greens replacement for T5 T8 grow light

                                HELENOR LEAFY GREENS 24W is a full spectrum grow light bar designed for leafy greens vegetables. The tube can be connected to the smart controller, and we can adjust the intensity of light during the different growing periods.
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                                840W Full Spectrum LED Grow Light with UV IR

                                HELENOR SMART-840W is 8-bar configuration provides uniform light distribution that is ideal for vertical racks, open space, etc. 4 channel with independent control for white & red LED, UV and IR running 3,472 LEDs total. 730 nm wavelengths to increase photosynthesis rates via the Emerson Effect. These additional Far-Red wavelengths boost healthy growth during vegetative and flowering cycles. 
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                                670W Full spectrum LED grow light for medical plant

                                HELENOR SMART-670W is a unique LED grow light with UV IR. 4 channels to realize the independent control for each group of LED. It is designed for high PPFD cultivation practices in vertical farming. Increases THC, CBD, terpenes, flavonoids, antioxidants/ vitamins and pigmentation with UV light. Includes near infrared (730nm) light to boost photosynthetic efficiency through the Emerson Effect. Full spectrum design covers each critical phase of growth. HELENOR SMART 670W for even greater yields and performance.
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                                    HELENOR SMART 510W

                                
                                UV IR LED Grow Light for Indoor Plants

                                HELENOR SMART-510W is full spectrum led grow light with UV IR. Bar Light Fixture to deliver 4 Way Spectrum Control with Independent Dimmers. It was designed for High-quality medical plant growers. UV dimmer to bushier plants. IR will give you amazing flowering production. HELENOR SMART-510W gives grower the power to recreate mother nature for plant.
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                                HELENOR Full Spectrum Grow MINI-6 480W

                                HELENOR MINI 480W LED grow light use 1224pcs Samsung LM301B diodes,achieving an impressive PPE of 2.7 μmol/J.Full spectrum with enhanced Osram deep red 660nm,speeds up flowering time and boost yields, 0-10V dimming design meets needs of indoor plants at different stage of growth and also allow the light output level to be adjusted if desired. 4x4ft flowering coverage is perfect for home growers.
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                                    HELENOR MINI-4 320W

                                
                                320W Full Spectrum LED Grow Light replacing 400W HPS

                                HELENOR MINI 320W LED grow light use 816pcs Samsung LM301B diodes,achieving an impressive PPE of 2.7 μmol/J.Full spectrum with enhanced Osram deep red 660nm,speeds up flowering time and boost yields, 0-10V dimming design meets needs of indoor plants at different stage of growth and also allow the light output level to be adjusted if desired.3x3ft flowering coverage is perfect for home growers.
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                                480W LED Grow Light for indoor medical planting

                                HELENOR Veg-4 is a professional LED grow light, it provides the most reasonable grow light wave based on the ratio of the absorption of the plants, suitable for vegging stage of medical plants, Veg-4 is designed for Veg stage of medical plants widely using in Commercial grow and indoor grow, allowing plants to have the best growth environment to achieve strong roots, encourage growth and improve quality.
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                                    HELENOR VEG-3 320W

                                
                                320W LED Grow Light Suitable for Vegging Stage

                                HELENOR VEG-3 Veg light 320W for 2 by 4 coverage for indoor medical planting with 2.56-2.61µmol/J efficacy, Use to encourage growth of seedlings to stimulate rapid growth through the vegetative growth stage, especially suitable for vegging stage. The effect of using Veg-3 in different scenes is very good, It works extremely well for your plant grow tents, plant grow shelves, seedling cultivation, succulents, hydroponic rooms, greenhouses, etc.
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                                Promote efficient growth of plants in the long-leaf period

                                HelenorVEG-2 240W has unparalleled blue light, which can make long-leaf plants grow efficiently, achieve the goal of promoting growth and improving product quality. The integrated design can achieve quick installation, and has built-in dimming control knobs and wireless dimming functions. IP65 water resistance can avoid water intrusion.
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                                Factory Direct

                                Order directly from the manufacturer 
and get the best price.
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                                Quality

                                Extremely high-quality control standards are set to warrant our
                                    products to be free from defects in material and workmanship for 5 years to 7 years.
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                                Customer Service

                                24/7 Online Consultation

                                    One-Stop Service
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                                Customization

                                We provide both OEM and ODM services according to different needs
                                    of
                                    customers.
                                    If you have any special requirements, we are glad to design and manufacture a
                                    customized product exclusively for you.
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                                R&D Ability

                                We have 10+ professional engineers with 15 years of experience on
                                    average in the field of structure, optics, and electronics.
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                                Certification

                                Our products always go through extensive and stringent testings
                                    before they are introduced to the market. All our products are certified, such as
                                    ETL,
                                    DLC, FCC, TUV, CE, SAA, C-TICK, etc.
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                                Notice | About Change of Company LOGO

                                Dear customers and partners:

Thank you very much for your continued support to Lite Science.
In order to further enhance the company's image, shape the industry brand, enhance brand recognition and communication, and improve brand influence and competitiveness, our company has decided to redesign and position the original logo, and the new logo will be officially used from now on.
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                                Congratulations to our company for obtaining two utility model patent certificates again

                                Recently, Lite Science has once again obtained 2 utility model patent certificates for "one kind of simple folding LED grow light" and “one kind of foldable LED grow light” issued by the State Intellectual Property Office of the People's Republic of China. Patent Number: ZL 2021 2 1019041.7 and ZL 2021 2 1037856.8
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                                        Jan. 2022

                                

                            

                            
                                Patent for LED Grow Light Dimming Control Module

                                Recently, Lite Science has once again obtained a utility model patent certificate for "one kind of dimming control module for LED grow light" issued by the State Intellectual Property Office of the People's Republic of China.Patent Number: ZL 2021 2 0985858.3
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                                            MORE
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